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Style

Jewellery: minimal and
modern

Elie Top necklace, price on request

MARCH 20, 2015 by: Lucie Muir

From smartphones to public buildings, the modernist
aesthetic is all around. Now, fine jewellery, too, like so
many areas of contemporary fashion, art and design, is
looking sleeker than ever. Subtle enough to stack above
or below an Apple Watch, or accentuate the new season’s
whites, the latest designs from both independent and
heritage jewellers are likely to appeal to purists.

Italian-born jeweller Delfina Delettrez has just opened
her first UK shop on London’s Mount Street. As a fourth-
generation member of the Fendi family, she is all for
tearing up the traditional rule book and fusing precious
metals with more abstract forms. Her latest collection
showcased simple stud earrings, drop pearls and teeny
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Bulgari ring, £880

diamond finger rings designed to stack like sweeties up
and down one’s fingers.

“Fine jewellery is going through a much-needed change,”
says the Rome-based designer. “It is getting closer to
design, art and fashion. For instance, I present my
collections during fashion weeks, Miami Art Basel, or in
art galleries to avoid the formal pomp and ceremony that
has been the norm in jewellery for so long.”

Fashion, of course, plays a big part. And while Elsa
Peretti’s pared-down jewellery designs look as relevant
this season as they did when they first appeared in the
1970s, some leading jewellery retailers, such as Lesley
Schiff, put the current modernist mood down to what she
calls the “Céline effect”.

Schiff, who runs the Talisman Gallery fine jewellery
boutique at Harvey Nichols in London’s Knightsbridge,
says: “I doubt jewellers would have been able to
anticipate the 1970s ready-to-wear trend so quickly, so
it’s more to do with the minimalist fashion looks of
recent years. Fine, simpler jewellery works better with
understated labels.”

“Repossi was one of the first brands to
move towards minimal designs, which
in turn became a platform for new
trends to be created,” says Sophie
Quy, fine jewellery buyer at Net-A-
Porter, of the simple yet dramatic
pieces created by the 29-year-old Gaia
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Delfina Delettrez ring, price on request

Repossi, the designer behind the dynastic Monaco-based
house of Repossi. Repossi’s signature wiggly cuffs,
stacking rings and custom-made ear cuffs were first
made popular on the red carpet by Cate Blanchett,
Emma Watson, Kristen Stewart and Keira Knightley, and
her svelte statement jewels have become cult pieces
among the fashion cognoscenti.

As for her less-is-more
approach, Repossi says:
“I like pairing strong
lines with soft forms. I
work in a minimal way
that respects a woman’s

body and the way it moves.” Moreover, she insists, her
designs aren’t all that minimal: “If you look closely, they
are not that simple. With diamonds, even though the
stone may be big, it’s about making them look like tiny
accents against the skin. Rings and cuffs may look like
strange artefacts or skeletons when they are off but once
you put them on, that’s when they move in perfect
balance.”

The modern jeweller may be designing slighter, more
slimline pieces, but rarely are they made to be worn
alone. The current trend is to stack one’s minimal-
looking jewels in great clusters on the fingers, wrists and
ears. “We refer to minimalist, plain-gold pieces as ‘skin
jewellery’, as they’re delicate and subtle,” says Quy. “And
they can be worn stacked together — it’s an elegant way
to make an impact.” Repossi argues that stacking is a
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Repossi ear cuffs, £3,800

each

Earrings by Geoffrey’s at

Talisman Gallery (£2,095)

very African, nomadic way of wearing
jewellery. It’s also an effective
marketing strategy: Repossi’s prices
range from a single rose-gold heart
ring (£450), to a multi-layered Antifer
ring in 18-carat rose-gold with
diamonds (£10,500).

What began as a trend among
independent jewellers as a break with
the past is also driving some of
jewellery’s oldest brands forward. But
are the lower price points and
stackable designs also a more
calculated move to attract a younger,
more fashion-focused clientele?

Cartier, for example, continues to
reinterpret its art-deco heritage with
its minimal Amulettes — a capsule
collection of “charm” pendants in
onyx, pearl and pavé. Boucheron, a

brand best known for its elaborate bejewelled designs,
based its “Quatre” collection on simple combinations of
four textured bands. In June, Boodles, the London-based
fine jewellers, will launch its “Pas de Deux” collection of
kite-shaped diamond and platinum rings and pendants,
inspired by dancers at the Royal Ballet. And Bulgari’s
classic “B.Zero1” collection of stacking-style rose-gold
and diamond rings looks almost industrially chic.

New York-based jeweller Lynn Ban takes a similar
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Boucheron textured band,

£6,250

Square-cut ring by

Geoffrey’s

approach. Her latest fine jewellery
collection consists of sculptural cuffs,
chokers and rings that take their cue
from architectural shapes. Ban says:
“Architecture has been a huge
inspiration in jewellery design. We are
living in a time where we have some
of the greatest architects, such as

Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry, Jean Nouvel, creating
amazing works around the globe. A minimal and modern
aesthetic is also futuristic, and it translates brilliantly
into jewellery.”

Elie Top is a Paris-based fine jeweller
who cut his teeth at Yves Saint
Laurent under Alber Elbaz, before
launching his first eponymous
collection during January’s couture
shows. His first collection,
“Mécaniques Célestes”, includes
pieces inspired by planets in orbit.

Top uses the latest 3D technology to create intricate
opening mechanisms on rings and necklaces in yellow
gold or burnished silver (prices on request). His designs
may appear futuristic on the outside but open to reveal
something older-looking and more decorated, such as a
cluster of small diamonds. He says: “There’s a whole new
generation coming into the world of fine jewellery from
fashion, as opposed to a background in precious jewels.
Our approach is much more about design and less about
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the price of the stones.

“Aesthetically, we’re now much more accustomed to
technology. And we approach jewellery in the way we
would use an iPad or a smartphone. Jewellers have to
consider the modern woman and her busy lifestyle,
which involves work, travel, family and the gym.”

Print a single copy of this article for personal use.
Contact us if you wish to print more to distribute to
others. © The Financial Times Ltd.
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 by Nikkei Inc.

Betting big on hydrogen fuel cells

Japan is at the forefront of an automotive

energy revolution, betting big on hydrogen fuel

cells as it looks to find more environmentally

friendly and sustainable energy sources for its

vehicles and homes.
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